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Similar Material Numbers at Work: An Industry Best Practice Guide
discusses the system and tools industries use to maintain the strength

of their assembly processes. This guide provides an overview of
effective data collection practices and describes the key sources of
such data, identifies key documentation best practices and explains

how to apply this knowledge to ensure you are implementing an
effective data collection system. Material Numbers at Work: An

Industry Best Practice Guide features: * Why collect quality data and
how it enables your organization to make better decisions about its

processes * Introduction to various data collection methods and tools
for different process areas and scheduling * Strategies for aligning data

collection to process activity * Key practices for documentation and
other forms of data reporting Key Features: * Quick reference guide for

small and large organizations * Hands-on training course for
experienced line supervisors * Guidance on integrating data collection

into employee performance reviews * Guides based on experience
gained during material numbers implementation at real companies â€“

OE, OE with integrated implementation, and Group One This digital
resource contains the full text of 40 posts written by some of the
leading writers at MIT Sloan Management Review. These posts

represent the experiences and observations of the people behind their
ideas, examining topics such as the importance of helping innovators
develop their ideas, addressing challenges in mentoring students and
mentees, and the role of metrics in quality improvement. The articles
are categorized into seven different topics: Lessons Learned from a

Study of Moral Hazards, Key Issues and Risks in Managing an
Innovation Project, The Future of Work and Talent Management,

Clusters and Currencies: Learning from Shanghai and Guangzhou, Too
Big to be a Start-up: Lessons from eBay, Managing the Costs of

Innovation, Examples of Risk Management at MIT, and Sharing a Viable
Organizational Vision. Each post examines a key concept in depth,

providing a clear and concise explanation of the principles behind the
idea, as well as specific advice on how to apply that concept in your

company. Algorithms for Practitioners provides a definitive analysis of
the fundamental algorithms that underlie nearly every computer
system. The authors describe the design principles that inform

effective algorithms, map the algorithms that occur in typical software
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systems, and use algorithmic evaluations to highlight the most
effective ones. For engineers and scientists, the algorithmic

underpinnings of the computer world are often a black box. They know
how to use computers, but they donâ€™t understand how they work.
Algorithms for Practitioners provides a definitive understanding of the

foundational
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